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Chapter One Safety Precaution

The following icons are used in the manual; aims to make sure the user operate the
cutter properly to avoid damaged the cutter. Please comply with the explanation of
the icon.

1.1 Definition of Warning Symbols：

The symbol ” is prepared to arouse operator's highly
attention when in process.

The symbol “ ” specifies the activities to be forbidden.

The symbol is prepared to arouse operator's highly
attention. The symbols in triangles specify the cases to be
attentive. The symbol in the left warns you of electric shock.

The symbol specifies the activities to be forbidden. The
symbol in the circle specifies the acts to be forbidden. The
symbol in the left tells you no detachment.

1.2 Caution：

Do not leak any liquid or drop
metal into the machine, such
things may result in fire.

Do not touch the knife top
with your finger to prevent
injury or perspiration of knife
head.

Do not damage or random
replace the supplied power
cable. Do not excessively
bend, pull, bundle the power
cable or place weight on it,
otherwise the power source
may be damaged even fire or
electric shock is thus
incurred.
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1.3 Warning：

Do not use the power source not meeting rating voltage,
otherwise
fire or electric shock may be resulted in.

If the machine gives out smoke or unpleasing smell, or noise
sounds
please do not use it .in such cases, continuing using it may
result in
fire or electric shock.

Do not put out the plug when the power is on to avoid
damage to the
Machine.

Make sure the machine grounded otherwise electric shock
or mechanic default may be resulted in.

If you are not going to use the
machine for a long time,
please unplug the power
cable from the receptacle,
otherwise fire possibly
happens.

When operating the machine,
do not place either of your
hands on capstan to avoid
injury.
Place the machine on a stable
surface, otherwise the machine
may fall therefore get
damaged.
To unplug the power cable
from receptacle, please hold
the plug instead of the cable,
strongly pulling of the cable
possibly results in electric
shock or fire.

Any operation is forbidden in
case of storm or lighting to
prevent damaged of machine.
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Chapter Two Standard Parts

Number Item Qty Icon

1 Power cable 1

2 DC24V3A Power supply 1

3 USB cable 1

4 Blade holder 1

5 blade 2

6 Pen holder 1

7 Lead 2

8 User's manual/Driver software/Video disk 1

9 Flexi software(option) disk
1

http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E7%94%A8%E6%88%B7%E6%89%8B%E5%86%8C
http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E7%94%A8%E6%88%B7%E6%89%8B%E5%86%8C
http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E7%94%A8%E6%88%B7%E6%89%8B%E5%86%8C
http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E9%A9%B1%E5%8A%A8%E7%A8%8B%E5%BA%8F
http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E9%A9%B1%E5%8A%A8%E7%A8%8B%E5%BA%8F
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Chapter Three Installation
3.1 Installation and Connection

3.1.1 Cutting Environment
Place the cutter in adequate space in case to replace.
The place for installing the cutter shown as below。

Don’t install your cutter in the following place
- The place where is direct sunlight
- The place where is vibration
- The place where is full dust
- The place where is drought

3.1.2 Connect cutter to PC

UseUSBcableconnect toPC;

Tomake the connection between cutter and computer,
you are offered two possibilities: USB interface and U disk
(WIFI is option). For USB connection, you need to install the
driver equipped with the cutter first. (Please refer to 3.1.3) ,WIFI
setting refer to Chapter Four WIFI setting.

VinylCutter
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3.1.3 USB Driver Installation
When first time use cutter,need to install USB driver.

①Download USB driver from web,find out folder with file
(ftdi_ft232_drive),double click ftdi_ft232_drive.exe,computer will shows
following window

The window will be closed automatically after finish installation.
Notice: If no following information during install

Please wait about 3 mints,and then close it.

② Power on machine,use USB cable to connect machine and computer.

③ When first time connect computer,it will take time to load USB driver.

④ Check machine COM port.Right Click”This PC”,it will popup following
box,click”Manager”.
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Then,click “Device Manager”

“USB Serial Port(COM4)”, COM4 is the COM port the machine is using now.

3.2 Cutting Media Installation
Cautions of Media Preservation

- Keep the media away from direct sunlight and water when before and after unpacked.
You should keep the media in dry, shady and cool place after using it.
- Do not put the media in the vertical position, to avoid mess and damage the edge of
the media
- Do not print media in pile.

Cautions of Media Loading
- Avoid the temperature and humidity changes after unpack thebox.
- According to the media feature, when low temperature, media is easy to curl, when
high temperature, it is easy to crease.
- Do not use the media when it is crease, curl or dusty.
- Do not fall or moisturize the media, otherwise it may effects the cutting quality or
result in damaging the cutter.
- Before loading the media, you should roll the media. The cutter

is both suitable for single sheet

3.2.1 Press down the handle of paperweight wheel behind the machine to raise the
paperweight wheel.
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3.2.2 Insert the media into the space between paperweight wheel and
main shaft, and pull out the media to appropriate length from the front
of the host.

3.2.3 Move the paperweight wheel to the white identified area, then
adjust position of the media.

The cutter adopts high-precision transmission shaft, and pay
attention to the position of the paperweight wheel. The
paperweight wheel must be fixed above the white identified
area on the transmission shaft.

3.2.4 Raise handle of paperweight wheel, to make paperweight wheel
down to press paper.

3.3 Tools Installation

CAUTION

Do not touch the knife top with
your finger
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Compare with 45ºand 60ºblade of SKY

Degre
e

Using scope Advantage Disadvantage

30º
big word over
20mm

More attrite than 45
degree and Can cut
thick and hard
material

the quality of cutting small world
and high precision picture is not
better than 45 degree blade

45º
Small word below
20mm or high
precision picture

high precision picture is
better than60 degree
blade

sharply knife point, the attrition is
not better than 60 degree and have
large wasting when cutting thick
and hard material

3.3.1Input blade to bladeholder.As following

3.3.2Adjust the protruding length of the blade top according to specific
cutting material.
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3.3.3 (1) Loosen the screw of tool carrier.
(2)Assembly the tool with blade into tool carrier
(3)When the tool is in appropriate position screw it
and tight the screw.
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Chapter Four WIFI Setting
4.1Power on cutter,go to【WIFI Setting】 interface,press 【Default ALL】
more than 3seconds until the color change to red,it means default setting as
wifi connect now(it will start wifi,you will see on the top of the screen).Wait few
seconds,then,you can use AP connect mode to connect WIFI.

4.2 Connect computer and cutter by WIFI .Find out HI-LINK_XXXX,this is
default SSID number of WIFI.Click connect,default password is 12345678.
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After connect succeed,check IP address

192.168.16.254 is default IP address of WIFI.If computer shows this IP
address,means WIFI connect succeed.If can not show this IP,means WIFI
connect failed.Please wait about 30 seconds,if still can not connect,please
check if input password correct,it is 12345678.

Change WIFI default setting：
After connect succeed. Open IE,input 192.168.16.254,press Enter key,then,go
to WIFI setting interface.User name: admin,password:admin.
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Then，click “OK”.

Make sure change SERIAL XON/XOFF: to Enable(same as bellow).
Then,click Apply.

After that,we complete WIFI setting.Under this mode,the setting in flexi is
like below.
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4.3 WIFI connect to work or family local network.
Connect WIFI to family router.Like below pic,select WIFI(CLIENT)-SERIAL
mode.then,click Scan,find out the SSID of the router.

Input correct password.
Recommend set IP Type as STATIC mode.If so,once power on machine,we
will know machine IP address.And other setting will be set according to
router setting.

If router default gateway is 192.168.1.1. Then,we can set machine IP
address as 192.168.1.254. Then,click Apply.WIFI will restart auto,it will take
about 20S.

If need to reset WIFI setting,go to IE,input 192.168.1.254 to go to WIFI
setting interface.
If can login,means WIFI setting is correct.
If can not login,please wait about 20S,if still can not login,check if SSID
password,and router IP address are correct.

If WIFI setting can not connect to router.need to restore WIFI setting to
factory setting.See above step1.And then reset.

Notice:make sure change SERIAL XON/XOFF: to Enable.

Under this mode,flexi setting as below.
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4.4 Port Number setting Change port number,like below,you
can set default value 8080 to 9100.

4.5 Notice:
WIFI setting will be saved auto.No need to reset when power on machine next time.
No need to change serial port setting,especially Serial Configure.Please keep it as
default.
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Chapter Five Parts Name

Front View

1. Left cover
2. Top cover
3. Carriage cover
4. Right cover
5. Touch screen
6. Bottom base
7. Pinch wheels
8. Carriage
9. Steel axis
10. Jaw clamp
11. Power button
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Back View

1. Decorative part

2. Pinch wheel wrench

3. paper pinch wheel beam

4. Beam

5. Foot

6. USB driver interface

7. USB cable interface

8. power interface
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Chapter Six General Setting

6.1Main Menu
Once power on,cutter will reset and set to main
menu.Here are 3 main functions on main menu
【MotorSet】，【Camera】，【SysSet】 Press
each function key to enter corresponding function
interface.

6.2MotorSet
Press 【MotorSet】in main menu to carriage movement setting.

6.2.1 Click 【X+】,the carriage will move left one step.Long press
【X+】 to move carriage left to the place you want.(carriage will
stop moving once it touch left limit switch)

6.2.2 Click 【X-】,the carriage will move right one step.Long press
【X-】 to move carriage right to the place you want.(carriage will
stop moving once it touch right limit switch)

6.2.3【Y+】paper move forward,Long press 【Y+】 to move
carriage forward to the place you want(no limit)

6.2.4【Y-】material move backward,Long press 【Y-】to move
carriage backward to the place you want(no limit)

6.2.5【X=0】move carriage to the original point.

6.2.6 If double heads,click “o” to set left/right/double heads

6.2.7 Touch【 】 back to main menu

6.2.8【Cut Test】cutter will cut a little 田 to test pressure and blade
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setting.

6.2.9【Pause】touch 【Pause】,cutter will pause working(if pause
takes effect,the background color will change to red,otherwise,the
color will not change),when the background color is red,touch
【 Pause】 will continue current working.

6.2.10 Press【Cancel Work】,cutter will cancel currentwork

One head Double heads

6.2.11 Touch【set】go to movement setting interface.
① Touch or slide 【US】to set the carriage move speed(no cutting),

or click 【-】or【+】to increase or decrease carriage move
speed.1-13 grades adjustable

② Touch or slide 【VS】to set the cutting speed,and click 【-】or
【+】to increase or decrease cutting speed.1-13 grades adjustable

③Touch or slide 【FS】to set the cutting pressure,and click 【-】or
【+】to increase or decrease cutting pressure.1-160 grades
adjustable

④ Touch or slide 【DW】to set lasting time after tool drop down.And
click 【-】or【+】 to increase or decrease the delay time.0-250
grades adjustable.

⑤ If double heads cutter,click”o”to set left/right/double head.
⑥ Touch 【Scale】to go to X,Y scale setting

Attention:X,Y cutting scale had been calibrated in factory,the
default setting is around 1.000000，Unless special need,this
setting is unnecessary to be changed.
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One head Double heads

a．Touch 【+】under X Scale to increase X scale value,long press
will raise increase speed.
b．Touch【-】under X Scale to reduce X scale value,long press will
slower reducing speed.
c．Touch【X Default】under X Scale to recover X value as factory
default value 1.000000;
d．Touch 【+】under Y Scale to increase Y scale value,long press
will raise increase speed.
e．Touch【-】under Y Scale to reduce Y scale value,long press will
slower reducing speed.
f．Touch【Y Default】under Y Scale to recover Y value as factory

default value 1.000000;
g. Touch【<<<】 back to movement setting interface.
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6.2.12 Touch【U Disk Cut】to go to U Disk setting.The bar in the
middle is for showing the percent of cutting progress.And the top of
the bar is the name of the file that is being cut.
①．Touch 【Start Cut】to start cut
②．Touch 【<<<】to exit or go back to movement setting interface.

it can be used to cancel or pause cutting.

③．Touch 【Open File】to go to memory interface to choose file
Select the device by touching the device name(SKY is build-in file,U
Disk is your USB file).

After touch device name,it will go to cutting files interface.
i. touch file or folder name to choose it.
ii. If it is folder,touch folder name to open the folder.Touch【BACK】
to back to upper story,touch 【QUIT】to back to U Dick interface.

iii. If it is file,touch the file to choose it,then start to cut.If touch
【BACK】or 【QUIT】 will return and cancel the choosing.
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6.3Camera interface
Touch 【Camera】in main menu to go to camera interface

6.3.1【Align】use for alignment mark point
【Align】use for calibrate
6.3.2 Photo will be showed on the top of screen.
6.3.3 Touch【Get PIC】to take a photo and shows on the top of
screen.
6.3.4 Touch【T On Led】to turn on the light ,once it take effect,the
color will change to red,and it will turn on when take photo next
time.If touch again 【T On Led】,the light will turn off when next
time take photo.
6.3.5 Touch【X3】to magnify 3X of the image.Once take effect,the
color will change to red,once touch again【X3】,the image will
change to default size

6.3.6 When the 【Align】 take effect,during contour cutting,if the
plotter can not catch the mark point automatically(M1=ERR),touch
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【 X+】, 【X-】，【Y+】, 【Y-】to move the red cross in the image to
the center of MARK,then touch 【OK】,the carriage will move to the
place close to MARK point and will get a photo again.Once the X,Y
imaginary lines are in the middle of MARK X,Y lines,means the mark is
at the center of image now.

XY imaginary lines are coincide with MARK lines.

6.3.7 When 【check】take effect,if the center of 田 is not at the
center of image,touch 【X+】, 【X-】，【Y+】, 【Y-】to move the
red cross to the cross of 田,then,touch 【OK】,then,you will get a new
photo that the two centers are closer.Repeat this step until two
centers are coincide.
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6.3.8 When 【Align】take effect.Touch 【Set】to set following setting:
A. Touch the box after 【Auto Mark】 ,if shows “√”，means
cutter will auto search and alignment MARK when operate print and
cut feature(user need to select “√” if need to use auto print and cut
feature.).Under this mode,the image on screen will be white and
black,so that firmware can identify and eal with easier and faster.At
the same time,user can set black white image threshold value by click
【+】，【-】at the bottom of screen.
B. If【AutoMark】be closed ,user can touch【16B○】or【8B○】
to capture and the picture will be showed on screen. (【16B⊙】is
colorful image,and【8B⊙】if gray），Now,the threshold value setting
is no effect,In order to calibrate tools better when use【Adjust】
feature,
C. Touch the box afte r【AutoGray】，If shows “√”，means
swith on auto threshold value setting.If without “√” ,means need to
set threshold value manually.
D. Touch the box after 【INV】,if shows “√”，means change the
original white to black,and original white to black.If without
“√”,means be showed as normal.
E. Touch 【+】【-】to set threshold value while transfer whiteblack
image.(Only Automark be choosed )
F. Mark Size can be setted(make sure the setting are the same as
setting in flexi software)
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6.3.9 When 【Adjust】 take effect,touch 【set】 to do the following
Setting:
Touch【16B○】or【8B○】to se the color of image. 【16B⊙】is
colorful, 【8B⊙】is gray image.

6.4 Sysset menu
Touch 【SysSet】in main menu to go to basic setting interface.

6.4.1 Touch【WIFI Setting】, 【LED Setting】，【Language Setting
】，【Unit Setting】,【Color Setting】，【Sys Information
Setting】to go to corresponding setting interface.

6.4.2 Touch【 】exit to mainmenu.
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6.4.3 WIFI setting
Touch 【WIFI Setting】 to set WIFI
① Long press【Default ALL】 3 seconds until the color change to

red,now WIFI is reset to default setting AP mode.WIFI terminal can
search WIFI hotspot(WIFI default SSID is HL-LINK_xxx or serial)to
connect.Passport is 12345678;

② Touch 【<<<】to exit WIFI setting.
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6.4.4 LED light bar setting
Touch 【LED Setting】to set LED light
①．Touch or slide 【R】to set the RED brightness,0-255 grades

adjustable.
②．Touch or slide 【G】to set the Green brightness,0-255 grades

adjustable.
③．Touch or slide 【B】to set the Blue brightness,0-255 grades

adjustable.
④. Touch 【<<<】 to exit LED light setting

6.4.5 Language setting
Touch 【Language Setting】to set language
①． Choose Chinese or English as you need.
②． Touch 【OK】to complete setting
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6.4.6 Back ground color setting
Touch 【Color Setting】to set background color
①．Touch 【Color x】to select color as background color
②．Touch 【Cancal】or【OK】to exit setting.

6.5 System information interface.
Touch 【Sys Information Setting】to check hardware and software
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Chapter Seven Function and
7.1 Power on

Plug power supply,short press power button to power on cutter,once

7.2Power off
Long press power button more than 2seconds.power on,screen will

7.3Pressure,speed setting
Go to 【MotorSet set】, “US”is the speed of carriage moving(no cutting).
“VS”is cutting speed. “FS”is pressure. “DW”is the delay of blade down.After
setting will be saved auto after setting. Then,touch “Cut Test” to test
setting.light,and go to main interface.
Attention:For dual heads cutter,need to select left/right head firstly.
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7.4Original point setting
Go to 【MotorSet】,touch 【X+】，【X-】，【Y+】, 【X-】to move carriage
to the place you want to start cut.

7.5 Test cut
Test tool installation ,pressure and speed.
Before cut a job,put material and install tool,then set appropriate force and
speed. Go to 【MotorSet】,touch 【Cut Test】,cutter will cut a 田
automatically.Make sure the田 can be take off easy and without
broken.Otherwise,reset tool depth and pressure.

7.6Pause and cancel work
If need to pause or cancel job during working,go to 【MotorSet】 ,touch
【 Pause】or【Cancel Work】 ,if pause or cancel work take effect,the
bround color will change to red,if want to continue cut,touch 【Pause】
again.

7.7Calibrate (one head)
Here are offset between blade tip and camera,before use contour cut
feature,we need to calibrate the offset to keep high precision contour cut.
①．【Camera】(【check】(【Start】 to start calibrate,the blade will cut a

“田“ （or draw a ”田“ if use pen)，at the same time,camera will capture a
photo

②． Move the red “+” to the center of “田 “that cut out (or drew),then,click
[OK].

③． Repeat above step②,until the imaginary line and drew(cut) lines are
completely coincide.User can use [X3] to magnify image 3X to
calibrate.After calibrate,click 【mark】 or return to main interface.The
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calibrate value will be saved auto.

Before Calibrate Calibrated

7.8Calibrate (two heads，D Serial machine)
Calibrate offset of two heads,and the offset of each head and camera.
①.【MotorSet】【Use double Head】,make sure “Use double Head”is

selected.
②.【Camera】【check】【Start】to start calibrate,each tool will drew

“田”,and take a photo auto(photo is the area that drew by right head).
③．Move the red “+” to the center of “田 “that cut out (or drew),then,click

[OK].
④. Repeat above step ③,until the imaginary line and drew(cut) lines are

completely coincide,After coincide,the right head is calibrated.Then,click
【OK】,it will go to calibrate left head auto.

⑤. Move the red “+” to the center of “田 “that cut out (or drew),then,click [OK].
⑥. Repeat above step ⑤,until the imaginary line and drew(cut) lines are

completely coincide,After coincide,the left head is calibrated.Then click
【mark】 or return to main interface,the calibrated value will be saved
auto.(if click 【OK】,it will go to calibrate right head)

7.9Camera threshold value setting.
When operate contour cut feature,usually ,it is better to set as auto
threshold setting,then,no need to set threshold value.For special
situation,like environment light is too dark or too bright,it is better to set
manually threshold value setting.(Auto Mark is allowed)

①．Go to 【Camera】,put the material with mark point under carriage
cover,then touch 【GETBMP】,the image(black and white color) will be
showed on screen.

②．Check image,if it is too bright,increase threshold value,if it is too
dark,reduce the threshold value(under 【mark】interface,touch 【set】to
set threshold value by using【+】，【-】,it is it black and white
image,touch 【Auto Mark】,choose “√”),repeat this work until the MARK
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point can be showed clear in the image.

normal less threshold value over over threshold value

7.10Auto contour cut feature.
a. Calibrate blades(see 6.7 calibrate)
b. Open or import a graph from FLEXI, pitch on it, then click Effects—
>Contour Cut to make the outline (the graph made in CORELDRAW, when
import it, had best to save as AI form)..Can choose the size of outline and
the contour in graph in the pop up box shown as following, click APPLY
after choose.

c. Click Effects Contour Cut Mark to make the mark point.Select “SAi
Automatic Mark”,then click “√”to apply.

d. Print out the file with mark
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e. Put printed out material on cutter and press downpinchwheels
f. Set camera threshold value(see 6.9 threshold setting)
g. Go to 【MotorSet】,move the tool to the right bottomMARK.
h. Set in flexi,“File”then“Cut Contour...”will see below dialogbox

After click “Send”,will popup following dialog box,cutter will align 3 mark
points auto(it will take tens of seconds),after alignment,cutter will go to
original point.Then,click “OK”to start contour cut.
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7.11Manually contour cut
Make sure DON”T select
The steps of manually contour cut is the same as auto contour cut,but no
need to set prefect threshold value.
After click”Send”,cutter will take the photo of right bottom mark.Move red”+” to
the center of MARK,click [OK],repeat this step until the blue + and red+ are
completely coincide with MARK.Then,click [OK]to align next MARK. Until
align all MARK,click [OK] to go to original point.Then,click [OK] to start
contour cut.(manually contour cut support 16B color image and 8B gray
image.)

7.12 X,Y cutting scale setting
Attention:X,Y cutting scale had been calibrated in factory,the default setting is
around 1.000000，Unless special need,this setting is unnecessary to be
changed.a．
①．Setting X,Y scale value before cutting
②. Text X,Y scale value by cutting or drawing
③．Go to 【Scale】,change X Scale or Y Scale value according to set X,Y

scale value and the tested X,Y scale.
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7.13 U disk operation
①．Use cutter software to save cut file to xxx.plt format.

②．Copy the xxx.plt file to U dick and plug U disk to machine.
③．Touch【U Disk Cut】,go to 【Open File】,then,touch the U disk name

to go to U disk ,and select xxx.plt.Then touch xxx.plt to wait until go back
to cutting interface,touch 【Start Cut】to start cut.

④. If need to repeat cutting.just choose 【Repeat Job】and setting repeat
times.

⑤. Touch【<<<】to pause or cancel cutting job.
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7.14Language setting
Go to 【Language Setting】to select language. Now,only Chinese and
English,more languages are available according to OEM request.

7.15Screen back ground color setting
Go to 【Color Setting】to select background color

7.16 LED light setting
Go to 【LED Setting】to set red,green,blue proportion to get different color

7.17WIFI setting
Go to 【WIFI Setting】to open/close WIFI(once WIFI open,you will see “ ”
on the top of screen),and set auto open WIFI once power on cutter.Touch
【Reboot】to restart WIFI,it will take about tens of seconds to restart.If first
time use WIFI connect or forget WIFI passpart,Long touch【Default ALL】
more than 3 seconds until the color change to red,it will resume WIFI
default setting,and can connect WIFI through AP.

7.18 Quick return to main interface
Short press power button to go back to main interface quickly.
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7.19 Offset
7.19.1 If the cut result is not closed,please check offset(You can set
offset in software),like below:

No close,without offset good offset

7.19.2 If the line is not straight,please check offset,like below:

Good offset less offset over offset

When use software to output,suggest to choose high precision output
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Chapter Eight Specification
Model M H T D

Connector
USB cable,USB driver USB cable, Udisk USB cable,U

disk,WIFI
USBcable,U
disk,WIFI

Contour cutting function LED light
fast ,automatically and high precision contour cut

buy usingcamera.
(patent number: 201620006950.X)

Contour cutting
calibration

Half-automatically
Easy use and high precision calibrate
(patent number: 201620006950.X)

Operation ED screen+keys Large touch screen

Interface LED screen
HD large screen full-color APP information

function display

Mainboard
32bit ARM cortex M4MCU,8Mmemory. Support remote and one key

update.
location mode Bound system. set origin freely

Driver Digital DC stepper motor,microstep driving
Command HP-GL, DMPL

Max cutting speed 27.6in/s(700mm/s)
Max cutting thickness 0.039in(1mm)

Pressure
One head 50g~1500g

( 160 setting adjustable )

Dual head
independentsetting
of eachhead)
50g~1500g
( 160 setting
adjustable )

Mechanical precision 0.025mm
Repeat precision < ±0.1mm
Power supply DC24V 3A(AC100~240V/50Hz~60Hz 24V 3A)

working environment +5℃~ +45℃，relative humidity 30%~70%
support type Desk type
Body color Silver-green/silver-white/black-red（optional）
Software Flexi /Artcut

Operation system win7/win8/win10
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Chapter Nine Warranty
The warranty period(1year) refers to the date purchased the machine.
If any defects happened within the warranty period, distributor can send back
damaged parts to manufacturer for free of charge repairing service.Users shall
be responsible for the delivery charges from/to service center
Within the warranty period,following situations shall repair in charges:
1.Any defects or damages caused by inaccuracy operation without guided with
the user manual or cautions.
2.Any defects or damages caused by unauthorized discharge, repair or
re-assembly.
3.Any defects or damages caused by force majeure
4.The warranty just for maintainability hardware,and the consumable spare parts
are beyond warranty(like screen,cut strip,blades,mat ect)
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Chapter Ten Trouble shoot
trouble reason solution

1.can not power on a. Power is not being fed to the cutting
plotter
b.Service voltage is wrong

a. Check to confirm that the
power cord
is securely connected to the cutting-
plotter AC line inlet and the electrical
outlet
b.Check if the external power
source is 24V

2.can not power off a. Long press power button more than 2
seconds
b. Power button is damaged

a. Press power button strength.
b. Connect your sales
representative

3.Touch
response

screen no a. Water,oil or other liquid ,blot on the
screen
b. Water,sweat on hand or use finer nail
c. interference

a. Clean screen
b. Clean hand ,use
instead of finger nail
c. Restart cutter

finger

4.Touch screen response error a. Water,oil or other liquid ,blot on the
screen
b. interference

a. Clean screen
b. Restart cutter
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5.Can not connect USB a.Cutter com port and software com port
are different
b. BR rate are different
c. USB cable is not be pluged properly
d. USB driver issue

a. Make sure the cutter com port
and software com port setting are the
same
b.Check if the software BR rate is
115200(cutter BR rate is 115200)
c.Change new USB cable
d.Re-install USB driver

6.Can not connect WIFI a. Long distance,unsteadiness of WIFI
signal,here are wall disturb signal(WIFI
straight-line distance is 100M,if here are
wall,the distance will be short to few
meters to tens of meters)
b.WIFI setting error

a. Move the cutter closer to router
and test
b. Resume WIFI to default setting

7.Can not do auto print and cut Did not move carriage close to the right
bottom mark point
Did not go to camera interface Did
not select auto mark
Light is too light or too dark to get clear
photo
Reflect light effect camera identify MARK

Move carriage close to the right
bottom mark point Go to
camera interface Select auto
mark
Rest camera parameters Turn off
camera light,or use a piece of paper
cover the carriage the cover

8.Outline is off position Did not calibrate well Offset

△X or △Y is wrong

Calibrate again
Reset△X and△Y to 0,or reset
a new value

9. The cut corners are too
rounded or too pointed.

The cutter offset does not match the
blade type used

Adjust the cutter offset value Corners
are rounded: Increase the value.
Corners are pointed: Reduce the
value

10.Only the initial section cut is
satisfactory.

Cutter blade is not rotating smoothly in the
holder
The force is insufficient

Clean inside the holder Increase
the force

11.The cutter blade does not
completely cut lines that Should
be solid (blade skips).

The blade is extended too short The
force is insufficient

Adjust the blade extension length
Increase the force

12.The depth are not the same Too fast
blade is far from material
strip is uneven

Reduce speed
Adjust the blade tip and material
distance,reset pressure
Change new strip(the strip is
consumable materials and used to
protect blade)
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13.The cutting start and end
points for figures do not
match.

The data is not connected

speed is too fast. The
film is too flimsy

The cutter blade is not rotating smoothly
in the holder

Check by plotting using a pen, and
drew the file

Reduce speed Use a
stiffer film

Clean inside the holder
14.Cannot cut to the specified
size

The step size for the software and the
cutting plotter do not match

Scaling has been specified in the
Software

Wrong setting of XY scale

Adjust the step-size settings so that
they
Match(cutter is 40steps/mm) Check

the scaling

Check XY scale
15.The medium is discolored
where the blade cut

The cutter plunger tip is in contact with
the medium

Adjust the blade extension length

16.The cutter blade cuts into
the
strip

The blade is extended too far The

cutting force is too high

Adjust the blade extension length

Reduce the cutting force

17.The character below 1CM
is deformed

Wrong offset Too
fast

reset offset value,usually set as
0.25
Reduce speed,it is better set speed
around 5 when cut small character

18.Cut one more stroke after
complete cut file

The blade is not rotating smoothly in the
holder
Data is wrong File
has issue

Check if the blade move smoothly
.Change other software to test
Make a new file to test

19.Cut result with waves too fast set speed according to the size of
character
size（mm)： suggest speed
（VS）：

5-100 10
100-200 15
200-300 18
>300 20

20.Material slip when it runs
by a large margin

Pinchwheels were abrased and the
pressure are uneven.
pressure is uneven.

Change pinchwheels Try
to only press two
pinchwheel at two ends of the
material. .

21.Cut result is not closed offset error Reset offset

22.Hard to get cut out off Pressure is not enough Reset pressure

23.Machine feel tingle improperly grounded make sure central line of the power
grounded
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